Pt cruiser belt diagram

Replacing the power-steering belt on your PT Cruiser is important because the drive belt wears
over time due to the heat in the engine bay and stress placed on the belt from the continuous
tension placed on it. The belt begins to crack and eventually breaks, causing the power steering
pump to become inoperable, potentially causing an accident. To prevent such troubles, inspect
your belts periodically and replace if necessary. Loosen the lock bolt with a ratchet and loosen
the belt tensioner until the belt is loose enough to remove. The PT Cruiser uses multiple drive
belts rather than a serpentine belt and therefore requires that each belt be removed separately
with its own lock bolt and tensioner. Pull the power steering pump up and down repeatedly until
the belt comes out without significant force. Install the new power steering belt onto the power
steering pump pulley and crank pulley. Tighten the tensioner until the belt only has
approximately a half an inch of deflection. To check, take a ruler and place it vertically against
the belt. Push down on the belt and measure how far down you were able to push it. If you are
able to push it more than half an inch, it is too loose. If you aren't able to push down to half an
inch, the belt is too tight and could cause damage to the power steering pump. Shayrgo Barazi
is a college graduate with a degree in automotive engineering technology B. He is a successful
writer and has taken a college level technical writing course. He has an intuition for technology
and has the capacity to write, too. Step 1 Open the hood. Step 2 Loosen the lock bolt with a
ratchet and loosen the belt tensioner until the belt is loose enough to remove. Step 3 Pull the
power steering pump up and down repeatedly until the belt comes out without significant force.
Step 4 Install the new power steering belt onto the power steering pump pulley and crank
pulley. Step 5 Tighten the tensioner until the belt only has approximately a half an inch of
deflection. Tighten the lock bolt to keep the tensioner in place. Rehkopf; If you cannot reach the
tensioner or lock bolt with a ratchet, you may need to use a small wrench to get to them. Basic
tools ratchet, sockets, wrenches New belt Ruler. Wear safety glasses to protect your eyes from
injury. Chrysler made the PT Cruiser for a 10 year period of time between and The vehicle was
quite noteworthy when it first hit the roads for its distinct appearance which some drivers really
took a shine to it while others felt it was visually unappealing. Regardless of the aesthetics of
the vehicle, it did make a splash during its lifetime on the road. By the end of the PT Cruisers
production run there were over 1. There were a number of concerns with the PT Cruiser over the
life of the vehicle, chiefly relating to safety issues. For instance, it was the only small car
produced at the time they didn't have electronic stability control. It also fared very poorly and
crash test ratings from the national highway traffic safety administration in the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety. In terms of how the PT Cruiser performed under the hood, there
were some issues with the timing belt on the vehicle that you should be aware of if you're in the
market for a used model. According to Chrysler, the timing belt on a PT Cruiser should be
changed at about , miles. Unfortunately, many drivers have experienced problems much sooner
than that in the vehicle. It's also worth noting that many other popular car models recommend
that the timing belt be changed much sooner than , miles. This model year was subject to 7
recalls relating to things like the power steering , hose assembly, ball joint assemblies, fuel
supply lines, and so on. In terms of engine issues there were several reports from drivers who
experienced their timing belt breaking. It wasn't the most prevalent issue with this model year,
but it was definitely something that popped up for more than one driver. In there were also
some issues with the engine in the PT Cruiser that related to timing belt problems. It was not an
overarching problem that a lot of drivers experienced, but some did have problems with the belt
breaking sooner than it should have. There were a number of problems in with timing belts
failing on drivers. One of the big issues with this was that the check engine light would not
necessarily come on to let you even know there was a problem with the timing belt. And again,
this issue happens well in advance of wearing the owner's manual recommended changing the
timing belt, making it that much more frustrating. In the same issues appeared with timing belts
for some drivers. It was not a pervasive issue by any means by the did pop up for a number of
drivers in much the same way as the problem had appeared in years prior. Engine problems
were the main issue with the PT Cruiser, and some of those were linked to issues with the
timing belt, but not that many of them. Some drivers had serious issues with their timing belt on
a model of the PT Cruiser. At least one driver reported the timing belt breaking and damaging
the dual cam heads in their vehicle. This is not a widespread issue across the entire model year,
but those drivers who were affected suffered some pretty severe damage as a result. In there
were some serious problems reported with the timing belt in the PT Cruiser for some drivers.
One driver reported the timing belt breaking and damaging the valves after about 82, miles.
There were no serious issues reported with the timing belt for the PT Cruiser, and although the
model year had a few problems, overall, it was not that bad. Well it did have some issues for a
few drivers, nothing specific was related to the timing belt so if that's an area of concern for
you, the PT Cruiser is it one that you need to worry about too much. There were no major issues

reported for anything really, and in particular the timing belt didn't stand out as a problem
before anyone. If you're in the market for an older PT Cruiser the model has a lot going for it. It
would be the newest model of the year that you can get, and it had the fewest amount of
problems for the entire Vehicles run. The timing belt is a crucial part of how your engine
functions by sinking the rotation of the crankshaft with the camshaft. The crankshaft allows the
pistons to raise and lower while the camshaft is responsible for the valves and the cylinders.
Everything has to move in perfectly synchronized time otherwise you can cause severe damage
to your engine. When the timing belt fails, and particular if it breaks, the camshaft will stop
rotating but the crankshaft will continue to move. This can cause damage to the cam heads, the
pistons, and other parts of your engine and end up costing you several thousand dollars to
repair. That's why making sure that your timing belt is in good working order is such an
important job. The majority of that expense is labour cost because repairing a timing belt is one
of the more complex jobs that you're going to have to get done on your vehicle. The timing belt
is not that easy to access and take some effort to get down into. The chief concern here is that it
can be hard to find parts for a PT Cruiser since the vehicle hasn't been in production for a
decade at this point. So, getting the proper size parts can be a chore sometimes. You can find
replacement parts for the PT Cruiser on a site like advanceautoparts. When your timing belt
goes wrong there are a handful of things you could be on the lookout for her to let you know
that you have a problem. This is because the precision timing that the belt is meant to control is
no longer happening exactly as it should. It can interrupt the combustion reaction in your
engine and either cause it to happen too early, too late or not at all. When that happens, you're
going to get an engine misfire. If you get a misfire in one of the cylinders of your vehicle it's
going to be proportionally exactly performance overall. If this happens long enough, we can get
some serious damage to the engine. Rough Idling: If the teeth on the inside of your timing belt
begin to wear off and break, they can get stuck in the gears and cause vibrations and shaking
even when your car is just sitting with the engine running. This is known as rough idling and
can lead to more extensive problems down the road including engine stalls. Noises : The
sounds that your engine makes are important to get to know so that you can understand when
something is out of alignment. When your timing belt is gone off, you'll notice a ticking sound
from your engine that seems out of place. It's usually very fast paced, kind of like the sound a
roulette wheel makes when it's spinning. If you hear that sound, you know that there's a
problem with your time email that you need to get checked out. Engine Smoke: If the timing of
your engine is off due to an issue with the timing belt, then the way air and exhaust is let in and
out of the valves of your engine will also be affected. I can end up causing smoke to build up
and get vented in a notice of away. Generally, this will be white smoke, which can be hard to
identify if it's cold outside because it may look like steam. However, if you're seeing white to
light grey smoke more abundantly than usual during warmer weather than there's a good
chance your timing belt is having a problem. Lack of Oil Pressure : If the teeth from your timing
belt have broken off, they may not fall to the ground rather they could get caught in the oil pan
beneath your car. In the oil pan they can clog the flow of oil that's prevented from properly
circulating around your car. If that happens, you risk problems like your engine overheating in
addition to the poor oil pressure. Normally, in many vehicles If your timing belt has slipped right
off, then your camshaft and crankshaft will no longer work in synchronization. This can cause
some serious damage as the pistons will hit the valves because they're movement is no longer
in sync and that can end up costing you thousands of dollars in repairs for a damaged engine.
That's what happens in something called an interference engine which many vehicles have.
However, Chrysler made the PT Cruiser with a non-interference type of engine. That means that
if the timing belt were to come off completely, the pistons would not be hitting the valves in the
same way. Unfortunately, there's still a chance that the valves at the top of the camshaft could
hit each other if you have a problem with your timing belt. Still, the damage will be less severe
than the alternative in an interference engine. Since this kind of severe engine damage is the
biggest concern that many drivers have with timing belt failure, it's worth knowing that it's not
something that a PT Cruiser would be susceptible to. When it comes to timing belt
replacements, there's a reason that mechanics charge so much to get the job done. This is a
fairly complicated repair job and does take a fair degree of confidence and knowledge in auto
repair to get done. Videos like this one show you the process of getting the job done fairly
clearly, and as a bonus it's explicitly for PT Cruiser so you don't have to worry about adapting
to an engine layout from a different car from a kind of general walkthrough video. Because this
process is so complicated, and because the PT Cruiser is a much older vehicle at this point,
there are advantages to either choosing to do it yourself or to taking it to a mechanic to get
done. The PT Cruiser did have a few issues over its lifespan with the way the timing belt works,
but not in any significant amount that should make you nervous about how it's going to perform

in your vehicle. The main thing you need to worry about at this point is that, since PT Cruisers
are all at the very least 10 years old, the lifespan of the timing belt in it is something you need to
be aware of. For most of these vehicles if the timing belt hasn't been replaced already, it
definitely needs to be replaced fairly soon before it starts to fail. Why Us? How it works What we
do Blog. All Rights Reserved. The noise started a few months ago, on a rainy morning, but it
went away before I even pulled out of the driveway. Problem solved, right? The Squeal noise
was back the very next morning, and this time it lasted all the way to the corner of my block. As
the weeks dragged on, my morning commute got noisier and noisier every day. Then I began to
hear it on the way home too. Now it's a constant reminder to replace the belt. Find a repair
manual for your car - Get instant access to your vehicles drive belt routing, complete wiring
diagrams, trouble code information and other available updates and factory bulletins with online
auto repair manuals. Serpentine Belt Routing Diagrams. We are proud to have the ability to
make vehicle specific belt routing diagrams available for free. Follow the guide for serpentine
belt routing diagrams. This will open up to the index. Scroll down to find your vehicle
manufacturer. Then scroll to the page the index refers to. Select the specific year and make of
your vehicle. What's that squeal coming from under the hood? If your serpentine belt is cracked
or has chunks missing, it needs replacement. Serpentine Belt Noise - learn this easy trick! Very
easy to navigate Found what I needed I give you a five star rating for the website and ordering
process. Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler Parts. Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle.
Search Go. Chrysler Pt Cruiser. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil
icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go.
No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart.
Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions apply. Home Chrysler
Pt Cruiser. OEM Chrysler parts are manufactured by Chrysler to maximize the performance of
Chrysler Pt Cruiser vehicles and provide the certainty that the repair will be done right the first
time. Parts that fit. Parts that perform. Select a Chrysler Pt Cruiser Year. We are your source for
Factory Chrysler Parts. Genuine Chrysler parts are the smart choice for repair, maintenance, or
upgrade of your Chrysler Pt Cruiser. When you choose OEM parts for your vehicle, you're
choosing to maintain the quality and reliability of your vehicle, ensuring peak performance mile
after mile. Our extensive inventory of parts is maintained by the experienced professionals who
know your vehicle best, so you can
1983 pontiac lemans
double throw switch wiring diagram
2006 mercury
trust that you're getting the right parts every time with Factory Chrysler Parts. As a leading
Chrysler parts provider online, we set ourselves apart from the crowd with our excellent
customer service, which you can reach by phone or email. Get the right parts for the right price,
right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast shipping. If you
have any questions about parts, fitment or shipping, just ask. Our experienced staff of parts
specialists is standing by to help. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make yourself
comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the interior cabin.
Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Hyattsville, MD. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My
Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please
verify any information in question with a sales representative.

